ACROSS
1. Magnum, ________
2. 1940s Big Band singer
10. Road goo
11. Customary practice
12. Boat race
13. Parks and Recreation star
18. Monopoly start
19. In the thick of
21. Link to the other theme answers
25. Bell the cat
27. Bullock
28. Winner of the 1981 Pulitzer Prize for Drama
31. Ad songs
34. Camel rival
35. Obamacare, for short
36. Former Fox News host
37. Comics publisher

DOWN
1. Not singular
3. Have debts
4. Olympic symbol
14. Bizarre
15. Statute
16. Ham it up
17. Brink
20. Boldly state
22. 1950s star Hunter
23. Permit
24. Bottleneck
26. Supernatural
29. Waste-maker
30. Wee impediment
32. Vanilla______
33. Grid great Dawson
34. Diamond great Ott
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